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The President’s Column
By Lisa Saar, WCBA President 2018

March Madness
March madness has come and gone for most of us, but for me the
past two years, albeit largely productive and very satisfying, has also
been madness. I have had the emotional experience of being involved in
too many suicides. I lost a good friend, three of my clients and one client’s family member. One
suicide is too many! Madness, right! Whose life is touched by that many suicides in the space of
a couple of years? During my nursing career, I experienced suicide from afar and was even been
able to prevent several. I was able to compartmentalize the emotions, chalking things up to the
job. When I came back from Iraq, it deeply saddened me to learn that several of the people I had
served with had committed suicide. I thought when I became a lawyer, I would not really have to
deal with the emotional side of death, such as a suicide, up-close and personal like I did as a
nurse. Obviously unrealistic, mainly because of the types of clients I’m assisting with legal services. While not all of my clients fall into the following categories, I do assist a large number of
folks with mental health disorders: depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, personality disorders and substance abuse; all of which are some of the risk factors for suicide.
The statistics regarding suicide are sobering. Every year approximately 44,000 Americans
die by suicide; it is the tenth leading cause of death nationwide according to the Centers for Disease Control. According to the World Health Organization, over 800,000 people worldwide commit suicide. In Washington state, according to the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention,
1,131 residents died in 2016, by suicide making it the eighth leading cause of death overall in
Washington state at a cost of $1,114,435,000 of combined lifetime medical and work lost.
Suicide is a serious public health problem that can have lasting harmful effects on individual families and communities. On average, one person dies by suicide every 8 hours in the state,
is the 2nd leading cause of death for ages 10-34; 3rd for ages 35-44; 4th for ages 45-54. About
six times as many people die by suicide in Washington annually as by homicide.1 This is astonishing to me, because it is preventable. We prevent heart disease by eating right, exercise to lower
blood pressure, why can’t we make sure we are taking care of our mental health too.
As with prevention of anything, everyone must take action to help. One of the things we
can do to help prevent suicide is look for the following warning signs in ourselves and others and
then don’t ignore them, take action
Warning Signs of Suicide:
• Threatening to hurt or kill oneself or talking about wanting to hurt or kill oneself
• Looking for ways to kill oneself by seeking access to firearms, available pills, or other means
• Feeling hopeless
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feeling rage or uncontrolled anger or seeking revenge
Acting reckless or engaging in risky activities - seemingly without thinking
Feeling trapped - like there's no way out
Increasing alcohol or drug use
Withdrawing from friends, family, and society
Feeling anxious, agitated, or unable to sleep or sleeping all the time
Experiencing dramatic mood changes
Seeing no reason for living or having no sense of purpose in life

The National Suicide Prevention Helpline recommends the following when someone is
threatening suicide:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be direct. Talk openly and matter-of-factly about suicide.
Be willing to listen. Allow expressions of feelings. Accept the feelings.
Be non-judgmental. Don't debate whether suicide is right or wrong, or whether feelings are
good or bad. Don't lecture on the value of life.
Get involved. Become available. Show interest and support.
Don't dare him or her to do it.
Don't act shocked. This will put distance between you.
Don't be sworn to secrecy. Seek support.
Offer hope that alternatives are available but do not offer glib reassurance.
Take action. Remove means, such as guns or stockpiled pills.
Get help from persons or agencies specializing in crisis intervention and suicide prevention.

Lawyers are not immune to suicide. As research suggests, lawyers experience depression
and substance abuse at higher rates than the general population, lawyers may be at a greater risk
for suicide.

If you suspect someone is struggling with depression or some other mental health disorder
and might be considering taking their life, don’t ignore it. Act! Get help! I’ve called the police,
Department of Social and Health Services, 911 and even the person’s family members for assistance.
I have seen more death in my life than I think one person should experience, I will never
get used to it. Let’s look out for each other, our families and clients. Every life is precious!
Endnotes

1 - American Foundation for Suicide Prevention (2018). https://afsp.org/ .
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Classified Ads
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Just down
the street from City Hall, the Court House and the Federal Building. If interested please call 360-6471916 x 112 or email: robbi@hollanderinvestments.com. Conference room available for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants.
Attorney Available to Assist with Overflow Work. Former Sole Practitioner licensed in both
Georgia and Washington, will assist with your Overflow needs; now you can have the part-time assistance you need, when you need it. Professional and dependable. Can work on-site or off-site at my
own well-equipped home office. Rates variable by complexity of work; minimum 3 hours. Contact
me directly as follows: Carol Sheppard (770) 366-8186 or CSSheppard100@gmail.com.
Assistance in Serious Cases: Just moved to Bellingham. Recently licensed in Washington, with 42
years of trial experience in Texas, including lead counsel in 2 Capital Murders in the past two years,
and 12 years as a trial judge. Available to assist in preparation and trial of serious cases - criminal and
civil. Contact: Norman E. Lanford, Sr., 512-751-1272, or n.lanford@sbcglobal.net.
Beautifully Updated, Courthouse-Located Office Space Available. 800 sf or more. Take it all or
share with me. Furnishings/new light fixtures/decorations, and rent, negotiable. Also, CONFERENCE ROOM AVAILABLE for rent. Sharon Westergreen . 360-966-3800
Carmichael Clark, P.S. is seeking a full-time paralegal to work in the areas of real estate, land
use, municipal, environmental and water law. We are looking for a candidate that can work in a fast
-paced practice, be personable and possesses good organizational and communication skills. Candidate should be detailed oriented and be able to handle multiple priorities. Bachelor’s Degree and/or
three or more years of experience supporting a real estate or land use practice. Send cover letters
and resume to lhuard@carmichaelclark.com
Sublet Office Space on the 14th Floor of the Bellingham Towers. Two offices with mountain
views available for sublet on the 14th floor of the Bellingham Towers. A small conference room
right outside our office is also available if needed. If you are interested in viewing the space, please
call 360-650-9200 to schedule an appointment.
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Six degrees of Separation –Jackson, Wyoming and the
Hearsay Rule
By Michael Bersch
Six degrees of separation is the theory that everyone is connected to everyone else by six or
fewer steps. Perhaps this is why I have trouble staying focused doing research. When delving into
a subject, I often follow one of the innumerable threads of connectivity to where I forget why I
am, where I end up being.
For example, I wanted to know how Jackson Hole, Wyoming got its name, but following
that thread led me to the hearsay rule and exceptions thereto. Here is how it went.
Turns out, the name is in honor of David “Davey” Jackson.1
Good enough, but who was Davey Jackson?
Davey Jackson was born in 1788 in the Shenandoah Mountains of (now West) Virginia. In
1822, Davey and wife followed his older brother to the St. Louis, Missouri area. Eschewing farming or working in his brother’s sawmill, Davey responded to an advertisement in the Missouri Republican:
One Hundred enterprising young men … to ascend the river Missouri to its source,
there to be employed for one, two, or three years.
The ad was placed by William Ashley2 who, with Andrew Henry,3 was starting a fur trading
venture.4 “Ashley’s One Hundred” would become the American Fur Trading Company, and
among the hundred were legendary mountain men, Jedediah Smith, Hugh Glass, 5 the Sublette
brothers, Jim Beckwourth, and Davey Jackson. In the spring of 1822, Henry and the “hundred”
set out from St. Louis to fur trade in the upper headwaters of the Missouri River. In October, they
established Fort Henry where the Yellowstone River enters the Missouri River (near present Williston, ND). This was the third “Fort Henry.”
What about the first two Fort Henrys?
The first two Fort Henrys were established in 1810 by the Missouri Fur Trading Company
which began as the Manuel Lisa Fur Company. Manuel Lisa was a Spanish citizen born in New
Orleans in 1772.6 Lisa obtained a land grant from the Spanish governor in 1799 for land on the
Missouri River. So, he moved to St. Louis and by 1802 had secured from the French authorities a
fur trade monopoly with the Osage Nation. This was good for Lisa but bad for Jean-Pierre
Chouteau, the previous monopoly holder. Lisa was set to prosper, but just a year later the Louisiana Purchase would add Spanish Louisiana to the growing United States. 7 Lisa’s rival, JeanPierre Chouteau, became the U.S. government Indian agent and made it difficult for Lisa to operate his monopoly. A few months after the ceremonial territorial transfer to the United States, May
(Continued on page 7)
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1804, Lewis and Clark’s Corp of Discovery set off up the Missouri River. They returned in September 1806 reporting the upper Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers teeming with fur-bearing animal. Lisa saw an opportunity and organized an expedition of 50-60 men. Lisa’s party headed up
the Missouri River in April 1807; on their way they were joined by John Colter8 who had left the
Corp of Discovery as it returned home. The expedition went up the Missouri River, then the Yellowstone River to its confluence with the Big Horn River arriving in late September. With winter
approaching and his men busy constructing Fort Raymond,9 Lisa dispatched Colter, alone and on
foot, to contact local Indians and let them know that they were prepared to trade. Lisa would not
see Colter again until the following spring. During the winter 1807-1808, Colter travelled across
the Northern Rocky Mountains as far as the Teton Basin (west of the Teton Mountains). His return
trip took him through a land of bubbling mud pots, steaming pools, and fountains of hot water that
we now call Yellowstone National Park. After a successful trading season, Lisa returned to St.
Louis in August 1808 and set about organizing the Missouri Fur Trading Company, a joint venture
with prominent fur traders including, William Clark – of Lewis and Clark, Andrew Henry – who
built and named the first two Fort Henrys, and Lisa’s nemesis, Jean-Pierre Chouteau.
So who was Jean-Pierre Chouteau, I wonder?
The Chouteaus were founding members of St. Louis. Jean-Pierre and his half-brother Auguste were river barons, fur traders, merchants, politicians, and slaveholders. Their brother-in-law,
Joseph Tayon, also owned slaves, three of whom were sisters. Marguerite,10 Celeste, and Catiche
Scypion were born into slavery; daughters of Marie Jean Scypion who died in 1802. Tayon had
two daughters; when the daughters married, Madame Tayon gave Celeste to Helen (Tayon) Chevalier and Catiche to Marie Louise (Tayon) Chauvin as servants. Marguerite was taken to the home
of Joseph’s son, Francis. Joseph Tayon twice tried to sell the Scypion sisters, but was thwarted
both times by his daughters who filed papers and gave testimony that declared Celeste and Catiche
“free women of color,” and declared free.11 After Celeste and Catiche were declared free, Marguerite filed the first “Freedom Suit” in Missouri. It was 1805.
What were Freedom Suits?
Freedom suits were lawsuits brought by slaves asserting claims of freedom against their
masters. These suits were generally based on manumission,12 residency in a Free State, or partus
sequitur ventrem. Under partus the status of the child follows that of the mother. So, if the mother
was free then the child is a free person. Missouri courts also held “once free always free.”13 Marguerite’s mother (Marie) was a Natchez Indian; under Spanish law she had been de jure, if not de
facto, free. Thus, Marie’s descendants should be free. Marguerite won her suite, but the trail
court’s decision was reversed on appeal, so she remained enslaved.14 Eventually, Tayon sold Marguerite to Jean-Pierre Chouteau. In 1824, the Missouri General Assembly passed a law allowing
enslaved persons to sue for freedom in forma pauperis.15 So in 1825, Marguerite brought suit
against Chouteau. Marguerite won, but a new trial was ordered and Chouteau prevailed. Marguerite appealed, and the Supreme Court of Missouri reversed and ordered another trial. The third trial was held outside the St. Louis area, away from the influence of the Chouteau family, and there
Marguerite won. Chouteau appealed, but the Missouri Supreme Court16 affirmed. Chouteau then
appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court which ruled it did not have jurisdiction. 17 So finally, in 1838,
(Continued on page 8)
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Marguerite was free, and her case officially ended slavery for persons of American Indian descent
in Missouri.
There were other notable Freedom Suits. On January 8, 1810, Mima Queen filed a petition
for freedom in the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia. 18 Queen was enslaved to John
Hepburn, a member of a prominent Maryland family. Queen claimed that her great grandmother,
Mary Queen, was brought to the United States a free woman of color, thus under the rule of partus, all the descendants of Mary Queen were free persons. Unfortunately, Mary Queen and all the
people who knew her history first hand were dead. The best evidence for Mima’s claim was in
depositions from an earlier suit filed by relatives in the 1790s. The trial court allowed introduction
of the depositions, but much of the material was excluded as hearsay or double hearsay. The jury
found in favor of Hepburn, so Queen appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.19 Chief Justice John
Marshall wrote the opinion which affirmed the trial court’s rulings stating:
"hearsay" evidence is in its own nature inadmissible. ... To this rule there are
some exceptions which are said to be as old as the rule itself. These are cases of
pedigree, of prescription, of custom, and in some cases, of boundary. There are
also matters of general and public history which may be received without that
full proof which is necessary for the establishment of a private fact. 20
Justice Marshall declared that new exceptions are not justified, even for claims of freedom.
The danger of admitting hearsay evidence is sufficient to admonish courts of justice against lightly yielding to the introduction of fresh exceptions to an old and
well-established rule; the value of which is felt and acknowledged by all. 21
Unjust as the result was, the Mima Queen case is cited for cementing the hearsay rule into
United States law of evidence. But obviously, Chief Justice Marshall dictum against additional exceptions was ignored. The general rule remains: Hearsay is not admissible (ER 802), but the rule is
now riddled with exceptions: Two categories of statements defined as “not hearsay” (ER 801(d)(1)
(2)), twenty-three categories where the availability of the declarant is immaterial (ER 803), six categories where the declarant is unavailable, including “other exceptions” which might be admitted
in specific cases (ER 804). Hearsay within hearsay can be acceptable (ER 805), and last but certainly not least, the testimony of experts (ER 703 and 705).
With so many exceptions, mightn’t one expect there would eventually be exceptions to the
exceptions? Bringing me and you, patient reader, to Sayiden Hussein Mohamed.
Mohamed was charged with two counts of third degree assault. At trial, Mohamed claimed
lack of capacity, but he didn’t testify. Instead Mohamed called only one witness, a pharmacologist, Dr. Julien. The State sought to impeach Mohamed using his prior convictions in cross examination of Dr. Julien. The defense objected, so the court offered a limiting instruction that Dr. Julien statements could only be considered for a limited purpose. However, both defense and prosecution declined the offer! Dr. Julian recounted Mohamed’s statements regarding how much alcohol he had drunk. Based on these statements, Dr. Julian opined that Mohamed was blind drunk 22
(Continued on page 9)
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and could not form intent. During cross-examination, the court allowed introduction of Mohamed’s past criminal convictions. While the jury deliberated, defense counsel informed the court that
she had just found State v. Lucas (167 Wn. App. 100, 271 P.3d 394 (2012)). In Lucas, the Washington Court of Appeals, Division 1, ruled that “out of court statements offered at trial as the basis
of an expert’s opinion are not hearsay and, thus, do not expose the declarant to impeachment under
ER 806.” 23 Mohamed was found guilty; but the court granted a new trial citing Lucas. The State
appealed. The Court of Appeals, Division 2, agreed with Division 1. The out-of-court statements
in Dr. Julien’s testimony were “not offered to prove the matter asserted but were offered for a separate non-hearsay purpose of explaining the basis for Dr. Julien's opinion.” The State argued that
Mohamed’s case was different because the trial court offered a limiting instruction. The appellate
court said it didn’t matter because failure to provide a jury instruction where no instruction was
requested was not grounds to reverse the trial court’s decision to grant a new trial. 24
The State appealed again. The Washington Supreme Court granted review (State v. Mohamed, No. 92261-6, slip op. (Wash. Sup. Ct, July 21, 2016)), reversed, and reinstated the convictions. The Court stated,

As the State correctly points out, "If a party wishes to offer a statement for a non
-hearsay purpose, that party must request an instruction precluding consideration
of the truth of the statement." We have held that when a party fails to request a
limiting instruction, that party is precluded from arguing that the lack of a limiting instruction was harmful error. 25
As to Lucas the Court said :
The Court of Appeals in Lucas correctly stated that “out-of-court statements offered at trial as the basis of an expert’s opinion are not hearsay and, thus, do not
expose the declarant to impeachment under ER 806.” However, this statement is
true only if the evidence is limited to its proper purpose. … Consequently, Lucas
is overturned to the extent that it bars impeachment pursuant to ER 806 in instances where hearsay evidence is not limited to its proper purpose. 26
And the specific ruling:
This particular case presents an unexpected but permissible use of ER 806: impeachment of a non-testifying defendant in a criminal case through cross examination of his own expert witness. In light of the facts before us, we hold that
where (1) a defendant offers his or her own out-of-court statements through an
expert witness, (2) no limiting instruction is requested or provided, (3) the jury is
directed to consider the defendant's credibility, and (4) no other evidence was
offered that could form the foundation of the expert's opinion, the defendant's
out-of-court statements are admitted for the truth of the matter asserted and may
be considered by the jury as substantive evidence. Under these specific circumstances, impeachment pursuant to ER 806 is allowed.27
(Continued on page 10)
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So there you have it. With expert testimony (ER 703 and 705) out-of-court statements are
“not hearsay” except when it is the defendant’s out-of-court statements and no limiting instruction
is given by the court; then these “not hearsay” statements are “hearsay,” which means ER 806 is applicable, provided, of course, that the expert’s opinion had no other foundation and the jury is instructed to consider the defendant’s credibility. It is all perfectly clear; isn’t it? You can almost
hear Mima Queen lamenting that she was 200 years too early with her hearsay evidence, and Justice Marshall saying, “I told you so.”

And as for Jackson, Wyoming, like a kid in “Family Circus” cartoon, here to there is not a
straight line, and the purpose of the trip is really curiosity and fun. Everyone and everything is in
some way connected to everyone and everything. Keep following one thread and pretty soon you
have the whole cloth. Is it any wonder I have a hard time staying focused? And alas, I forgot why I
wanted to know how Jackson, Wyoming got its name.
Endnotes
1 - http://townofjackson.com/about-jackson/hist/.
2 - A prominent St. Louis figure, Ashley was involved in real estate speculation, mining (saltpeter), and fur trading. Ashley served as Lieutenant Governor of Missouri from 1820 to 1824. In 1823, he led and expedition up the Platte River to the headwaters of the Sweetwater
River and rediscovered South Pass, Wyoming; the following year he descended into the Salt Lake Valley. South Pass was the preferred
route for emigrants to Oregon (part of the Oregon Trail), California, and the path the Mormons took to the Salt Lake Valley. See https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Pass_(Wyoming)
3 - Henry was an explorer, miner, and involved in various adventures, including lead mining, and fur trading. See https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Andrew_Henry_(fur_trader).
4 - The company lasted about 10 years and would employ other notable” mountain men,” such as Jim Bridger, Joseph Meek, Giles Roberts,
Robert Newell, George Ebbert, and Kit Carson. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_Mountain_Fur_Company.
5 - Hugh Glass’s story of being attacked by a grizzly bear, left by his companions without supplies or weapon, his survival and retribution
on his companions has been made into two feature films: Man in the Wilderness (1971) and The Revenant (2015). See https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_Glass.
6 - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manuel_Lisa.
7 - Spanish Louisiana was made up of land stretching from the Mississippi delta to today’s Canadian border and extended from west of the
Mississippi River to encompass most of the Rocky Mountains. It was ceded by the French to the Spanish Empire by the Treaty of Paris
1763. It was retroceded back to France in 1800 by the Third Treaty of San Ildefonso.
8 - The first “mountain man.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Colter.
9 - http://www.lewis-clark.org/article/2970.
10 - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marguerite_Scypion.
11 - See “In Her Place: A Guide to St. Louis Women’s History.” by Katharine T. Corbett.
12 - Manumission is an act of a slave owner freeing his slaves. Jim Beckwourth, one of Ashley’s One Hundred, was a manumitted slave.
13 - Principle based on Missouri precedent. https://s1.sos.mo.gov/archives/education/aahi/beforedredscott/history_freedomsuits See Winny
v. Whiteside, Phebe 1821 Apr Case Number 190 (Missouri). See for detail, http://www.stlcourtrecords.wustl.edu/about-freedom-suitshistory.php.
14 - Tayon’s attorney argued that the “hypodescent rule” should apply. In societies where one’s race is classified as dominant or superior
versus subordinate or inferior, the hypodescent rule places persons born of mixed “races” in the subordinate group. See https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypodescent.
15 - https://s1.sos.mo.gov/archives/education/aahi/beforedredscott/1824MissouriLaw.
16 - Report on Cases argued and determined before the Supreme Court of the State of Missouri From 1821 to 1827 vol 1-3 – (google
books).
17 - https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/37/507/case.html
18 - http://earlywashingtondc.org/cases/oscys.caseid.0011.
19 - Mima Queen v. Hepburn, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 290 (1813).
20 - https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/11/290.
21 - Id.
22 - alcohol-induced dementia.
23 - Lucas at 109-110.
24 - The court cited State v. Dow, 162 Wn. App. 324, 333, 253 P.3d 476 (2011) and State v. Athan. 160 Wn.2d 354, 383, 158 P.3d 27
(2007).
25 - Mohamed at 12, internal cites omitted.
26 - Id. at 14-15, internal cites omitted.
27 - Id. at 16.
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Ramblings of a Small Time
Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

I got as Far Away from you as
Possible
Subtitle: The Maldives.

Version 1:

In the event that I do not have
internet this week, please know that I have escaped. Undoubtedly the e-mails are piling up, and
my paralegals’ voices are growing hoarse trying
to explain I am gone. Vanished. Someday to return. But not next week. I am sure I already miss
work.
I am 13 time zones away from you. I am on a coral atoll in the middle of the Indian Ocean. I am stuck
on that island. Free…..
Assuming that is the case (that I do not have internet), you should see 1.5 pages of blank space….

(Continued on page 12)
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Ramblings of a Small
Time
Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

Utopia/Dystopia
Subtitle: The Maldives.

Version 2:

Nope… found a
connection to send my dispatch to
my paralegal, so you only got half
a page of peace and quiet.
Allow me to be your guide to this particular Dystopia/Utopia nestled just above the equator in the
Indian ocean. While many people think of it as some kind of island paradise, it has some dark underpinnings, including at least 100 plus confirmed citizens fighting in Syria on behalf of ISIS.
While nominally, a democratic Republic with Sunni Islam as a state religion and requirement of
citizenship, it has recently backslid into more autocratic and corrupt state of affairs (though this seems
to be a global phenomenon, our own country not excluded). It is made up of a 1,192 coral islands making up 115 square miles, spanning roughly 35,0000 square miles of the Indian Ocean in the Arabian
Sea. With 99.7% of the country being ocean, this is one of the world’s most geographically dispersed
countries. Its population of roughly 430,000 inhabitants are packed tight, with average population density of 3,700 people per square mile,
including uninhabited islands, making it one of the most densely populated places in the world as well.
1/3 of those citizens are packed into
the capitol city/island of Malé
which is roughly 2.2 square miles,
or the size of downtown Bellingham. Other useful trivia: they are
going under water. Literally. The
country is expected to disappear.
The average elevation is about 4ft
11 inches over sea level, and the
highest natural point (“the mountain”) is 7 feet, 10 inches. Notice,
how I am counting the inches. They
are desperately building another
Malé
island next to Malé that is 6 feet, 6
inches above current sea level, as well as lobbying first world countries to cut greenhouse gas emissions, and attempting to build a sovereign wealth fund to purchase land elsewhere.
(Continued on page 13)
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It’s hard to build a sovereign wealth fund, however, when your economy is based primarily on
hand line fishing (all other types of fishing banned). Oh, well there is the tourism! LOTS of
wealthy tourism. In fact the entire government budget is reliant on tourism taxes. The only way I
could get here is that I didn’t have to pay for my passage or my lodging, which is good. It did give
me an opportunity to investigate however. Some of you may know that I have a graduate degree in
South Asian Studies and enjoy instigating democracy in totalitarian places. Coming here lets me
both check off a South Asian country I never thought I would afford to check off my list, and cause
trouble, which is what I do.
But for the Maldives, it is hard to generate money off
tourism when there is political instability. The prior President was (allegedly) forced to resign under threat, opposition party members have been jailed, Supreme Court Justices who ordered their release have been dismissed. Last
month, Parliament was dissolved and the military occupied
the capital. The current President refused to comply with
the Court orders to reinstate some politicians and imposed a
state of emergency. The state of emergency was just lifted
as I traveled towards the Maldives, but not all is resolved.
The prior President runs an informal government in exile
from Sri Lanka, Amal Clooney drops in from time to time
The Opposition Goes Down
to complain about human rights abuses, and of course, the
water continues to rise.
Perhaps first, some history. These coral atolls
have been in the path of commerce and trade since
roughly 2000 BCE, but given the nature of the islands
(coral reefs subject to being washed over, and decaying
wooden buildings in the tropics, do not make for good
archaeology or records) there is little understood about
who the people were. What we do know, is that between 543 and 490 BCE, waves of the Hindu martial
caste invaded Sri Lanka and the Maldives, initially led
by the exiled Prince Vijaya of the Magadha Kingdom.
This explains why both Sri Lanka and the Maldives
speak Indo-Aryan languages (Sinhalese and Dhivehi,
respectively), most closely related to Bengali (with
2,500 years of linguistic drift), which is located quite
far away. Linguistic and genetic analysis, however,
shows that the original inhabitants were closely related
to the Dravidian speaking populations of South India,
which is not a great surprise. Shortly thereafter, Buddhism became the dominant religion, and remained so in Sri Lanka, and did in the Maldives for the
next 1,400 years. In the late 1100s CE, the last Buddhist King of the Maldives converted to Islam.
While there was some directed idol and stupa destruction, because the Buddhists built with masoned
coral and kept records, archaeologists are able to documents this history. Unfortunately, in 2012, a
group of Islamic Fundamentalists stormed the National Museum and destroyed almost every unearthed artifact from the 1,400 year Buddhist period that exist in the Maldives. I was fortunate
(Continued on page 14)
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enough to see a few fragments of what was left, but it is not much. Interestingly enough, the Maldives
were converted primarily by a “Berber” from North Africa, which is reflected in the fact thatf or the first
700 years of their Islamic history they adhered to the Maliki school of jurisprudence, used throughout
most of North Africa, and used Arabic as an administrative language, rather than Persian as every other
Islamic state in the Subcontinent did.
The Maldives, became a great hub of commerce, being a source of cowrie shells which served as
currency for most peoples in the Indian ocean, and a source of coir rope, made from cocoanut and resistant to seawater decay. Given its distance from anywhere and shortage of arable land and fresh water,
it was invaded just a handful of times, and always only temporarily: the Hindu Chola Empire from
South India conquered some of the northern atolls in the early 10th century CE, but within 100 years the
Maldives were united under a local king. In the late 1500s the Portuguese invaded to establish a trading
post, but only held on 15 years before being ousted. The Dutch showed up in the 1750s with a light
touch, but withdrew after losing Sri Lanka to the British. Not until the 1880s, did the Maldives sign any
agreement with a foreign power, and at that time they entered into a protectorate status with the British
Empire. The rule of Maldivian Sultans lasted until 1965 when a new constitution was drawn up by its
parliament, and established a Presidential Republic, and a drafting of new terms with the British, charging them an enormous
rent for their military base– the Maldives economy collapsed
when the British did not renew the lease in the mid 1970s. At
this point, the Maldives' economy was primarily subsidence
fishing, and what export fishing industry it had was nationalized. The remainder of the 20th century saw autocratic one party rule, but with the establishment of schools, water desalination plants, and finally, high-end resort tourism– which today
provides for the government’s entire budget. Democracy was
restored in 2008, with multiple parties allowed, and a surprise
electoral win by a former dissident– this reaped a great economic harvest for the Maldives: the tourism industry was deregulated The current President & Supporters
so that resorts did not have a monopoly as were the foreigner segregation policies, businesses were denationalized, a national ferry system established, and a drive to
call the world’s attention to the rising water levels began.
While some progress was halted due to the coup in 2012,
multiple parties still exist, and elections do occur, even if
the party in power does not always follow the rules or
court orders. Gender equality remains relatively high for
the Islamic world, with female legislators, police, and
business women. The economic expansion continues
however, and post-secondary education spreads. Recognizing the value of tourism, the Maldives has some of the
The Opposition
most protected marine environments in the world, only
allowing hand fishing or netting, and prohibiting and coral or shark harvesting. And indeed, the underwater world beneath the land-based political chaos, is beautiful.
Fortunately, I was able to explore the lives of regular people in the capitol city and on some of the
(Continued on page 15)
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islands. Usually, when I investigate a place, I
do what comes easiest which is to flash my
lawyer credentials at a courthouse– hear the
canned lines of the government lawyers, and in
tat way make contact with private lawyers in
the courthouse. The military rebuffed me from
the Supreme Court however, not even letting
me in out of session, and when I attempted to
enter the “Criminal Court” I was told that not
only did I really not ant to go in thee, but even
the relatives of defendants were not allowed in
to view proceedings. The criminal and domestic legal system is primarily based on Islamic law, supplemented by English common law, especially in regard to commerce. The Supreme Court is the ultimate judicial body from cases decided by Atoll Chiefs and appointed Island Magistrate-type judges
and the criminal court, but they are having an Andrew Jackson problem. I would have liked to spend
more time in the capitol so that I could make contact with a private law office, but every office I saw
seemed to be closed for the day. At the time I was there. Then again, like many island cultures there
does seem to be a sort of “Island Time” effect of nonchalance. So, I failed in making formal face to
face contact for the Whatcom Bar to the local attorneys (always trying to hustle us some more bar
dues or advertising in this Journal!). I did, however, throughout the rest of journey traveling around
the North Male Atoll, meets lots of interesting people and political perspectives, ranging the whole
gamut. And I got to speak a lot about functioning democracy and rule of law.
All talk of dystopian underpinnings aside, as a whole the Maldivian people are as industrious,
welcoming and friendly as any people I have met on Earth. And I am not talking about the touristoriented staff population– the people in the bustling dense city, or in the alleys of small villages, were
all amazingly welcoming and tolerant of my interrogations. Unlike
many tropical paradises, there is an industriousness here that seems ingrained in the culture; though the per capita GNP is relatively high for
South Asia, (almost $10,000), no one here is slouching off. The Maldivians are easy with a smile and a laugh, and if it weren’t for the fact
that their diet is almost wholly different forms of fish, I could envision
a good life here. Oh, except, since everything is imported, everything
is expensive… even for the locals: basic staples like eggs and milk are
imported from India; wood for construction and gasoline, imported;
cloth and electronic, imported. But if you really like fish, beautiful
waters and constant temperatures in the 80s, this could be the place for
you. I’ll
leave you
with
some pictures
I
took. See
you
all
soon.
(Continued on page 16)
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Employment opportunity at Western Washington University:

Title IX/Civil Rights Investigator
Equal Opportunity Office
Please view the full job announcement, including all required and preferred qualifications, and apply online, at:
http://employment.wwu.edu/cw/en-us/job/495584/title-ixcivil-rights-investigator
WWU is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer committed to assembling a diverse, broadly trained
faculty and staff. Women, minorities, people with disabilities and veterans are strongly encouraged to apply. Application review begins March 19, 2018; position is open until filled. Inquiries may be directed to the Equal Opportunity
Office, 360-650-3307 (voice) or Washington Relay: 711

Carmichael Clark, P.S.
is seeking a full-time paralegal
To work in the areas of real estate, land use,
municipal, environmental and water law.
We are looking for a candidate that can
work in a fast-paced practice, be personable
and possesses good organizational and
communication skills.

Candidate should be detailed oriented and
be able to handle multiple priorities. Bachelor’s Degree and/or three or more years of
experience supporting a real estate or land
use practice.
Send cover letters and
lhuard@carmichaelclark.com

resume

to

Yates Professional Services
Laurie Yates – Owner
Bookkeeping Services and Notary Public
805 East Axton Road, Bellingham, WA 98226
Are you tired of having to remember when to file
which tax forms? Do you have trouble getting your
client statements prepared and sent in a timely
manner? Would your time be better spent working on
your clients’ needs instead of bookkeeping? If you
answered yes to any of these questions then please
contact me. Whether you need a bookkeeper for a
couple of hours a month or a few hours a week, I can
help with on-site or off-site bookkeeping.
“Laurie worked as the bookkeeper for Raas, Johnsen and
Stuen for many years until we retired. She was always prompt
with financial statements and regulatory filings, clear in her decisions and why she did what she did, and easy to work with
even though sometimes the clients were a little grumpy. Since
we all retired, Laurie has worked for several individual lawyers,
including me. She understands trust accounts and keeping
track of expenses for contingent fee cases. Laurie would be
perfect for solo or small firms that do not have the need for a full
-time bookkeeper.” ~ Dan Raas
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Grow your business with
our
all-inclusive offices!

Stop by for a Tour
Today!
We also have
virtual
options!
Executive Offices include everything to meet your
business needs, all in one place!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reception Services with Custom Scripted Greeting
Tailored to Your Needs
All Utilities Included
Fully Furnished
On-Site Mail Reception
Advanced Copy & Print Center
On-Demand Conference Rooms, Ready When You
Are
1313 E. Maple St. Suite 201, Bellingham, WA 98225
www.thegatewaycentre.com — 360.685.4200
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Court Reporting & Real-time Specialists
Court Approved Audio Transcription
We Offer Premier
Certified Court Reporters
Video Conference
Transcriptionist
Conference Rooms
Videographer Services
Transcription of Audio/Video Files, from all formats
Easy Online Scheduling
We look forward to meeting all your Court Reporting
and Transcription needs.
360-671-6298
info@corpolongoandassociates.com
or visit us at
Corpolongo.net
Serving Western Washington Since 1985
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You are reading this aren’t you?

You too, should be advertising
right...
HERE!
New and Old Sponsors… did you know
as of today, if you pay your sponsorship for 6
months or more in the WCBJ, you get a 5%
discount? If you pay for a year or more, you
get a 10% discount!!!! Who knows what the
Editor will offer you if you want to pay for a
decade in advance?!!!!!!!!
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Whatcom County Bar Association – March 2017 Monthly Meeting
3/7/18
(1) Call to Order – President Lisa Saar (12:10 p.m.)
(2) Introduction / Welcome of Guests
(3) Motion to Approve February 2017 Minutes
*Approved Unanimously
(4) Motion to Approve March 2018 Treasurer’s Report
*Approved Unanimously
(5) Committee Reports
LAW ADVOCATES
Discussion of excellent speakers for Law Advocates Breakfast
(6) Guest SpeakersAbel M. Hunter introduced himself and he notified the Bar that he is running for the WSBA
Board of Governors to represent the 1st Congressional District.
Panel of Whatcom County Superior Court Judges
The Honorable Charles R. Snyder
The Honorable Deborra E. Garrett
The Honorable Raquel Montoya-Lewis
(7) Meeting Adjourned – 1:05pm

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46”H x 3.86”W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00”H x 3.86” W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00” H x 7.90” W

full page . . . $100/mo.

1/2

10.00” H x 7.90” W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad

E-mail your ad as an MS Word .docx, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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